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A note on the parametrization of the gamma distribution 
It appears that some confusion about the parametrization of the gamma distribution arose in 

the seminar week 41. It is probably my fault that the confusion arose since I did not comment 

on the issue in the lecture. I should have said something along the lines as given in my answer 

to the e-mail questions I received and which I cite below, slightly extended, since it could 

have interest for the rest of the students. 

My answer to the e-mail questions on the gamma distribution parametrization: 
Thanks for the messages which tell me that I should have been more clear about the issue of 

parametrization in the lectures. That I did not mention this is probably the cause of the 

confusion – so I must remember this next time I teach the course. 

 

There is not a universal consensus for many distributions how they should be parametrized – 

so the literature often contains different parametrizations that all are equivalent. E.g., for the 

normal distribution some authors use the standard deviation as a basic parameter while others 

use the variance, i.e., two equivalent measures of the variation in the distribution. In the 

exponential (lambda) some use as Rice lambda making the expected value 1/lambda (where 

lambda is the incidence rate in the corresponding poisson(lambda*t) model), while others use 

theta=1/lambda as the parameter making the expected value = theta. It is matter of taste of the 

author since both parametrizations generate the same model described as a set of probability 

distributions.  

 

The same with the gamma distribution(alpha, lambda). Some authors as Rice use lambda as a 

parameter and call it a scale parameter. Other authors use beta=1/lambda as the corresponding 

parameter and call beta the scale parameter instead. So, there is not a universal consensus of 

what should be the scale parameter in the gamma distribution. But, it does not matter really, 

both parameters characterize the scale properties of the distribution equally well and the two 

parametrizations are equivalent. So it is a matter of taste. I guess that authors who prefer the 

beta-parametrization and call beta as the scale, have the following property in mind: If X is 

gamma(alpha, beta), then, if c>0, cX is gamma(alpha, c*beta) where beta=1/lambda. On the 

other hand, lambda contains the same information about the scale as beta, so lambda could be 

called a scale parameter as well – as Rice and many other authors do. Wikipedia clearly 

prefers the beta version – and, in addition, calls the lambda=1/beta as a rate – a term I have 

not seen before – and which to me looks quite superfluous – unless the Wikipedia author has a 

particular application of the gamma model in mind.  
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As Yudi pointed out, the Rice parameter lambda in the exponential distribution (i.e., the 

gamma(1, lambda) distribution) has an interpretation as a “rate”-parameter when referring to 

the connection (discussed in the lectures) between the exponential(lambda) with 

poisson(lambda*t) distribution where t is time. In the poisson model lambda is the expected 

number of events per time unit – i.e., a rate of occurences. Thus the interpretation of lambda 

as a rate parameter makes sense in a particular gamma distribution (the gamma(1, lambda)-

distr.). However, Wikipedia then appears to transfer this interpretation of lambda to the 

lambda of an arbitrary gamma distribution - which seems somewhat far-fetched and not well 

justified. 

 

In light of this non-uniform practice in the literature I suggest that we in this course stick to 

Rice’s parametrization (alpha, lambda) with the basic scale property: If c>0, and X is 

gamma(alpha,lambda), the cX is gamma(alpha, lambda/c). This property is, by the way, most 

easily proven by using the mgf of the gamma distribution. Special case: If X is gamma(alpha, 

lambda), then X/n is gamma(alpha, n*lambda). 


